
Sod & Grass seed 
Turfgrass plays an essential role in any landscape.  It provides an open space for you to walk, play, 
entertain, and enjoy your garden. Below are grasses we typically carry and use in landscaping.  Please call 
to confirm availability if there is a particular grass you are interested in. 

Seashore Paspalum 
(available as sod) 

 

Color and Texture: Medium to dark green, fine texture. 
Other Characteristics: Thin-bladed grass with a dense root system. 
Growth Rate: Fast 
Shade Tolerance: Poor to fair 
Foot Traffic Tolerance: Good to fair 
Salt Tolerance: Extremely high tolerance to salt 
Drought Tolerance: Fair to good 
Establishment: Sod, stolons 
Use: Good for home lawns, commercial landscapes, and resort areas 
Maintenance: Mow between 1 to 1-1/2 inches for highest 
quality. For weed control, wet grass thoroughly and evenly broadcast 
10 lb table salt per 1,000 square feet or spot treat with salt shaker. 

Zoysia El Toro 
(available as sod) 

 

Color and Texture: Light to medium green: dense, coaser leaf 
textured, and stiff leaves. 
Other Characteristics: Dense turf when established. 
Growth Rate: Slow 
Shade Tolerance: Good 
Foot Traffic Tolerance: Excellent 
Salt Tolerance: Good-excellent 
Drought Tolerance: Excellent 
Establishment: Sod, stolons 
Use: Good for home lawns, commercial landscapes, and resort areas 
Maintenance: Mow between 1 and 2 inches, as preferred. 

Zoysia Emerald 
(available as sod) 

 

Color and Texture: Dark to medium green; fine, soft texture with 
thin blades. 
Other Characteristics: Lush and dense when established. Short 
periods of flooding are tolerated. 
Growth Rate: Slow 
Shade Tolerance: Good 
Foot Traffic Tolerance: Excellent 
Salt Tolerance: Good-excellent 
Drought Tolerance: Excellent 
Establishment: Sod, stolons 
Use: Good for home lawns, commercial landscapes, and resort areas 
Maintenance: Mow between 3/4 and 2 inches, as preferred. 



Dwarf St. Augustine 
(available as sod) 

 

Color and Texture: Medium green; dense, wide, and long leaves. 
Very coarse appearance. 
Other Characteristics: Spread horizontally stem above ground. 
Growth Rate: Very fast 
Shade Tolerance: Good 
Foot Traffic Tolerance: Poor 
Salt Tolerance: Very good 
Drought Tolerance: Good 
Establishment: Sod, sprigs 
Use: Excellent for large areas such as resort lawns under trees 
Maintenance: Mow between 2 to 4 inches, as preferred. 

Common Bermuda 
(available as seed) 

 

Color and Texture: Grayish-green; fine texture. 
Other Characteristics: Fast recovery from damage. 
Growth Rate: Fast 
Shade Tolerance: Poor 
Foot Traffic Tolerance: Very good 
Salt Tolerance: Very good 
Drought Tolerance: Excellent 
Establishment: Seed 
Use: Best choice for athletic fields, pets and childrens yard 
Maintenance: Mowing height range between 3/4 to 1-1/2 inches. 

Rye Grass 
(available as seed) 

 

Characteristics: Rye typically germinates in 3-7days. 
Growth Rate: Very fast 
Shade Tolerance: Poor 
Establishment: Seed 
Use: Rye is often combined with Bermuda grass to quickly establish 
vegetation in areas that are susceptible to erosion or that need 
immediate growth. . 
Maintenance: Rye is short-lived, typically lasting about 6 months . 



 

 

  
 

Do you want to know how to install your grass or why your new 
grass doesn't grow well? Here is an explanation of the full procedure 
of installation and establishment for each type of grass. Follow these 
instructions and you will have a beautiful new lawn! 

 
 
1.   Apply Urea or Ammonia sulfate 5 lb per 1,000 SF and water well, wait 1-2 weeks 
-Stimulate dormant weed seeds and nut grass corms to germinate. 
-Get weeds growing well so they are easier to be killed. 
-Provide nutrition for future lawn 
2.   Spray glyphosate herbicide (ex: Roundup, Ranger Pro, etc.) according to the type of weeds you 
have. Allways follow the label on the product for usage rates. 
-Will be absorbed into weed and go down into roots in 4 days. 
-Repeat every 10 days as necessary before planting. 
3.   Loosen surface of soil (rototill if necessary) and add amendments (manure, sand, compost, etc.), 
10-30-10 fertilizer 20 lb per 1,000SF if necessary. 

Bahia Grass 
(available as seed) 

 

Color and Texture: Long, narrow, blue-green leaves; medium 
texture. 
Characteristics: It's not well-adapted to high pH soil 
Growth Rate: Fast 
Shade Tolerance: Poor 
Salt Tolerance: Poor 
Drought Tolerance: Excellent 
Establishment: Seed 
Use: It's used for eroded area, roadsides due to its deep, fibrous root 
system. 
Maintenance: Frequent mowing with rotary mower is needed for the 
best appearance. 



-Soil surface must be soft for turfgrass roots to penetrate after planting. If soil is heavily compacted, it 
should be loosened for better drainage and aeration. 

 
1.   Install the sod by staggering the alternating rows to prevent wash outand to help the seams to 
fill in quicker. 
-Make sure the seams are connected. Gaps will allow air to get in between the strips and drying the edges 
out. 
-On slope area, place the sod horizontally along the slope to prevent wash outs. Also, if it is really steep, 
you may need to stake each side of the sod pieces to the ground. Once the roots grow in, you can remove 
the stakes. 
-After installation, water the lawn until the soil is soft enough for you to press your finger into the earth. 
2.   Water the sod twice a day (or more during long dry spells) for 2 weeks while it is rooting. 
3.   When the sod is well rooted into the existing soil, cut back watering to once a day, but increase 
time slightly. 
-Don’t waste water; don't encourage fungal root-rot diseases. 
-Encourage deeper rooting of turf. 
4.   Avoid mowing the lawn until the roots are established. 
To be safe, though, the first time you cut the lawn, keep the mower blade a little higher than normal. Mow 
weekly at correct height after turf is firmly rooted in soil (takes 3-4 weeks) 
5.   About 5 weeks after installation, apply a lawn type fertilizer (16-4-4 etc.) Be sure fertilizer is 
watered in. 
-To stimulate growth, quick spreading, and filling in of lawn. 

 
 
1.  Spread the seed over the soil, using either a seed spreader or sprinkling with your hand and then 
gently rake the seed into the soil. Ideally, the seed should be about 1/4 inch below the surface. 
2.   Tamp or press the soil and seed together 
3.   Water very lightly (5-10 minutes) 3-4 times a day for 2-3 weeks until the grass begins to sprout. 
-Stay off the lawn during germinating period. Once seed has sprouted, reduce water gradually. 
4.   When the grass is over 3 inches tall, mow for the first time with keeping the mower blade a little 
higher than normal. 
-Don't take off more than 1/3 of the grass leaf 

 
1.    Plant turfgrass pieces in pukas or furrows about 12” apart. Keep moist, then cover roots and 
stems (not leaves) with clean compost or “Big R”. 
-Prevent newly-planted turfgrass from drying out. 
2.    Roll or press planted turfgrass into ground 
-To make roots, turfgrass needs good contact with soil. 
3.    Water lightly (5-10 minutes) twice a day for 2-3 weeks, early morning and before lunch are best 
times. 
-Keep turfgrass from drying out while roots get established. Nighttime watering encourages root-rotting 
fungal organisms. 
4.   Paint any weeds or nut grass with full-strength glyphosate (plus blue dye); one small swipe per 
plant, anywhere on the plant. Repeat at approximately 3-week intervals. 
-Kill weeds before they can go to seed and increase. 



5.   When planted turfgrass starts to spread, cut back watering to once a day, but increase time 
slightly. 
-Don’t waste water; don't encourage fungal root-rot diseases. 
-Encourage deeper rooting of turf. 
6.   Apply lawn type fertilizer (16-4-4 etc.) approximately once a month 
-To stimulate growth, quick spreading, and filling in of lawn. 
-Stimulate spreading and growth of lawn 

 
1.   After lawn fills in: 
-Fertilize occasionally and lightly, cut back watering frequency as much as possible. Increase   
watering time slightly. 
-If surface is uneven, top dress with about ½” of sand. 
-Once per year, de-thatch lawn, remove old thatch (accumulated stems) with verticutting machine 
-Minimize turfgrass growth to reduce mowing; discourage thatch buildup, diseases and pests; 
-Makes reduce unnecessary water and fertilizer use. 
2.   As needed: 
-Top dress lightly with sand. If soil becomes compacted, aerate with aerating machine or pitchfork, fill 
holes with sand/compost mix. 
  



 
The following are general “Rules of Thumb” after your grass is 
established. 
  
  

MOWING 
All Zoysia, Seashore Paspalum, and Hybrid Bermuda are best to be mowed low with a reel 
("front-throw") mower. 
Mow 5/8 - 3/4 inch from the ground. Use a ruler to measure the distance from the soil surface to where 
you should be mowing. You've probably been mowing a lot higher than this. It's better to mow lower, 
since mowing too high will lead to a loose, spongy lawn that is hard to walk on and gets mushy when wet. 
Especially dense-growing zoysiagrasses - will promote a tight mat of turf that smothers weeds. 
Common Bermuda, Centipede grass, and 'EI Toro' Zoysia can all be mowed with a rotary mower (the 
inexpensive kind, with a single helicopter-like blade) at a height of 1 - 1.5 inches. Also use a rotary 
mower to mow St. Augustine grass at a height of 2 - 2.5 inches. 
Keep your mower sharp. There's a big difference in the quality of cut if the mower is sharp. Dull mowers 
shred the leaf blades and cause a rippling effect. 
Mow often enough to not scalp the grass. This is once a week in the summer when the grass is growing 
fast and less often - every 10 days in the winter. 
WATERING 
Don't water too frequently. Keeping the surface constantly wet will suffocate the roots (which need to 
breathe air), encourage weed growth, and may even promote formation of a slimy layer of algae on the 
surface which prevents water from penetrating through to the soil. 
If the grass doesn't look dry, it doesn't need water. Wait until you see one or two patches of grayish-green 
appear in the lawn upon close inspection, you will see that the leaves of the drying grass have rolled up 
and become thin and needle-like. The grass is telling you it needs water. You can either water the whole 
lawn deeply (30-40 minutes, with perhaps a break to let the water soak in) at this point, or be really stingy 
and soak just the drying spots with a hose, and wait for a more generalized drying out before watering the 
whole lawn. 
If you get nervous and itchy to water while waiting for dry spots to appear (it might take longer than you 
think), you can confirm that the grass is getting enough water by using a garden trowel to dig out a plug 
of soil. Carefully look at the soil a couple of inches below the surface. If it seems moist, the grass doesn't 
need water - the roots are picking it up from the moist soil. 
Make a mental note of how long it takes between watering to start drying out (longer in shady spots), and 
you will be able to set your sprinkler system accordingly. It is probably longer than you would imagine. 
Remember to turn off your system after rain. It may be several days or more before the lawn needs water 
again. And cut down on the watering frequency in the winter. 
FERTILIZING 
To maintain a nice appearance lawns - particularly zoysias - only need about 6 pounds of lawn-type 
fertilizer per 1,000 square feet of area every three months or so in the summer, and less frequently in the 
winter. 
Be satisfied with a slightly lighter natural shade of green, and keep your lawn in slow growth mode. If 
you pour on the fertilizer to make the lawn a darker green and "healthy", the result will be a fast-growing 
turf that requires more mowing, gets thick and lumpy, and has more weeds. 
HERBICIDE 



Every mature weed can have hundreds of seeds, which if let go can result in a very weedy lawn. Before 
mowing, go around the lawn with a garden sickle and a small bucket and remove any maturing weeds. 
That way your lawn will stay weed-free. 
  
  



What's the best way to install/repair your lawn? Is there a cheaper 
alternative to sod? Here are the differences between sod, stolons, and 
seed. KNL can help you make a decision about how you would like to 
proceed on your own. (KNL normally doesn't carry plugs, stolons, 

and sprigs for retail.) 
SOD 
Sod is a complete growth environment of lawn, containing the established grass and approximately 1”-2” 
of soil and root mass.  The sod is laid as a sheet over the planting area (think of it like carpeting your lawn 
area). 
Advantages: 

Looks good immediately. 
You can use the lawn within a month of installation. 
Difficult for weeds to establish. 

Disadvantages: 
Higher cost. 

SEED 
Seed is the smallest piece of planting material you can use to start a lawn with.  Like any other plant that 
you start from seed. 
Advantages: 

Least expensive method of planting (considering cost of material and labor) 
Very fast application (spreading seed requires least amount of labor) 

Disadvantages: 
Requires protection from birds in the beginning (birds can eat a substantial portion of the seeds 
before they germinate) 
Longest establishment period. 
Higher water rates in the beginning due to seed germination 
Requires constantly moist – but not oversaturated – conditions until the seedlings have 
established (usually 3-4 waterings per day) 
Weeds can establish quickly if not controlled early. 

PLUGS 
Plugs are essentially sod that is cut up into 2”-4” squares, which are then planted 6” to 12” apart. Very 
effective planting method for slow-to-establish grass such as Zoysia. Lower cost than sodding.  depend on 
spacing, (6” to 12” o.c.) 
Advantages: 

Intermediate cost 
Planting material already has established roots. 
Spreads faster than seed 

Disadvantages: 
Longer establishment period than sod (faster than seed or stolons planted in furrows). 
Higher water rates in the beginning due to seed germination 
Requires constantly moist – but not oversaturated – conditions until the seedlings have 
established (usually 3-4 waterings per day) 
Weeds can infiltrate the bare areas between plugs before the grass fills in. 
Labor intensive 
Need to cut sod to make plugs 

STOLONS 



Stolons are pieces of grass with stems and nodes attached.  The stolons are broadcast over the planting 
area (at a rate of 10 bushels per 1,000 square feet) 
SPRIGS 
Sprigs are piece of grass with roots attached. The sprigs are either broadcast over the planting area (at rate 
of 10 bushels per 1,000 square feet) or planted in furrows 6” to 12” apart. 
 


